Abstract. In [J. Algebra 452 (2016), 372-389], we characterise when the sequence of free subgroup numbers of a finitely generated virtually free group Γ is ultimately periodic modulo a given prime power. Here, we show that, in the remaining cases, in which the sequence of free subgroup numbers is not ultimately periodic modulo a given prime power, the number of free subgroups of index λ in Γ is -essentiallycongruent to a binomial coefficient times a rational function in λ modulo a power of a prime that divides a certain invariant of the group Γ, respectively to a binomial sum involving such numbers. These results, apart from their intrinsic interest, in particular allow for a much more efficient computation of congruences for free subgroup numbers in these cases compared to the direct recursive computation of these numbers implied by the generating function results in [J. London Math. Soc. (2) 44 (1991), [75][76][77][78][79][80][81][82][83][84][85][86][87][88][89][90][91][92][93][94].
Introduction
For a finitely generated virtually free group Γ, denote by m Γ the least common multiple of the orders of the finite subgroups in Γ. Moreover, for a positive integer λ, let f λ (Γ) be the number of free subgroups of index λm Γ in Γ. In [6] , a complete characterisation is given of all pairs (Γ, p α ), where Γ is a finitely generated virtually free group and p α is a proper prime power, for which the sequence (f λ (Γ)) λ≥1 is ultimately periodic modulo p α . As it turns out, somewhat surprisingly, this is always the case, unless µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, 1 where µ p (Γ) and µ(Γ) are certain invariants of Γ defined in Section 2. See also [3] , where more precise results are obtained for lifts of the inhomogeneous modular group. Our present paper focuses on the latter case of non-periodic behaviour. It is shown in [10] that, for µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, the function f λ (Γ) satisfies the congruence where the binomial coefficient is defined to be zero whenever the lower argument is not an integer; cf. [10, Eqn. (35) ].
The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that, under the same assumptions, the function f λ (Γ) satisfies a very similar congruence modulo an arbitrary p-power. More precisely, if µ(Γ) ≡ 0, 1 (mod p), the function f λ (Γ), when reduced modulo any fixed p-power, is congruent to a (quasi-)rational factor in λ times a binomial coefficient (see Corollary 7 in Section 6), while in the remaining cases the right-hand side takes the form of a sum of such expressions (see Corollary 11 in the same section). A remarkable consequence of these results is that, while it may be safely conjectured that the generating function for the free subgroup numbers (which satisfies a highly non-linear differential equation obtained from (2.8) via (2.6)) is not D-finite, implying that the sequence of free subgroup numbers itself is not P-recursive, 2 its reduction modulo any fixed p-power is.
While the result obtained in Corollary 7 for arbitrary p-powers is 'as good as' the mod p result (1.1), we show in Proposition 12 that the sum described in Corollary 11 satisfies an inhomogeneous linear recurrence of finite depth with constant coefficients and leading coefficient 1 (which may be found automatically by means of the GosperZeilberger algorithm; cf. [11] ). This leads again to an efficient computation of f λ (Γ) modulo p α . All these results are presented in Section 6, and are illustrated there by concrete examples.
The only known earlier results concerning congruences of free subgroup numbers modulo prime powers in the non-periodic case covered the following scenarios: (i) lifts of Hecke groups H(q) ∼ = C 2 * C q with q a Fermat prime and p = 2, and (ii) lifts of the classical modular group H(3) ∼ = PSL 2 (Z) and p = 3; see Section 8, Corollary 34 and Theorem 35 in [2] , and [4, Sec. 16 ]. In particular, the behaviour of f λ (Γ) modulo p-powers in these known cases fits into the framework of the semi-automatic method for obtaining congruences developed in [2, 4, 5] , and further (unpublished) work. As we show in this paper, for finitely generated virtually free groups Γ and primes p with µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, this is always the case.
This semi-automatic method is based on a generating function approach, featuring a basic series -to be adapted for each class of applications -which is then used to express the generating function for the sequence of numbers we have in mind, reduced modulo a given p-power, as a polynomial in this basic series. We show in Theorem 6 in Section 5 that, if µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, we may choose the series Φ(z) = as basic series (i.e., the series formed out of the coefficients on the right-hand side of (1.1)) in order to express the generating function ∞ λ=1 f λ (Γ) z λ modulo p-powers as a polynomial in Φ(z). Corollaries 7 and 11 alluded to above are consequences of Theorem 6. The proof of the theorem requires some auxiliary results which are presented in Section 4. These include some interesting determinant evaluations, see Lemmas 4 and 5.
A remarkable feature of the present application of our semi-automatic generating function method is that the degree of the polynomial in the basic series Φ(z) expressing the generating function ∞ λ=1 f λ (Γ) z λ modulo p α does not increase with α. As a consequence, the complexity of the computation only mildly increases with α. This is in sharp contrast to our previous applications of this method. The reason for the above phenomenon lies in the fact that Φ(z) satisfies an exact functional equation over the integers, namely (4.1), while in our previous applications the basic series satisfied functional equations modulo p α of complexity increasing with α. Our results concerning the function f λ (Γ) are complemented by Theorem 2 in Section 3, which precisely characterises those finitely generated virtually free groups Γ with µ(Γ) ≥ 2 and µ p (Γ) = 0 for a given prime number p.
Some preliminaries on finitely generated virtually free groups
Our notation and terminology concerning virtually free groups and their decomposition in terms of a graph of groups follows Serre's book [12] ; in particular, the category of graphs used in the context of graphs of groups is described in [12, §2] . This category deviates slightly from the usual notions in graph theory. In order to distinguish the objects of this category from graphs in the sense of graph theory, we call them S-graphs. Specifically, an S-graph X consists of two sets: E(X), the set of (directed) edges, and V (X), the set of vertices. The set E(X) is endowed with a fixed-point-free involution − : E(X) → E(X) (reversal of orientation), and there are two functions o, t : E(X) → V (X) assigning to an edge e ∈ E(X) its origin o(e) and terminus t(e), such that t(ē) = o(e). The reader should note that, according to the above definition, S-graphs may have loops (that is, edges e with o(e) = t(e)) and multiple edges (that is, several edges with the same origin and the same terminus). An orientation O(X) consists of a choice of exactly one edge in each pair {e,ē} (this is indeed always a pair -even for loops -since, by definition, the involution − is fixed-point-free). Such a pair is called a geometric edge.
Let Γ be a finitely generated virtually free group with Stallings decomposition (Γ(−), X); that is, (Γ(−), X) is a finite graph of finite groups with fundamental group π 1 (Γ(−), X) ∼ = Γ. Replacing the stabiliser groups of vertices and edges by their respective group orders and replacing each pair (e,ē) by one unoriented edge, we obtain the corresponding order graph of Γ. Abstractly, an order graph is a finite connected unoriented graph (in the sense of graph theory; multiple edges and loops are allowed) whose vertices v and edges e carry positive integers, n(v), respectively n(e), as labels such that n(e) | n(v) if v is incident to e. The labels of vertices and edges will frequently be referred to as their respective order.
As in the introduction, denote by m Γ the least common multiple of the orders of the finite subgroups in Γ, so that, in terms of the above Stallings decomposition of Γ,
(This formula essentially follows from the well-known fact that a finite group has a fixed point when acting on a tree.) The type τ (Γ) of a finitely generated virtually free group Γ ∼ = π 1 (Γ(−), X) is defined as the tuple
where the ζ κ (Γ)'s are integers indexed by the divisors κ of m Γ , given by
(Here, O(X) is any orientation of the S-graph X.) It can be shown that the type τ (Γ) is in fact an invariant of the group Γ, i.e., independent of the particular decomposition of Γ in terms of a graph of groups (Γ(−), X), and that two finitely generated virtually free groups Γ 1 and Γ 2 contain the same number of free subgroups of index n for each positive integer n if, and only if, τ (Γ 1 ) = τ (Γ 2 ); cf. [9, Theorem 2] . We have ζ κ (Γ) ≥ 0 for κ < m Γ and ζ m Γ (Γ) ≥ −1 with equality occurring in the latter inequality if, and only if, Γ is the fundamental group of a tree of groups; cf. [8, Prop. 1] or [9, Lemma 2] . Inspection of (2.1) and (2.2) reveals that all ingredients of the type (that is, m Γ and the ζ κ 's) depend only on the orders but not on the internal structure of the stabilisers of vertices and edges of (Γ(−), X). Therefore it makes sense to attach the same invariants to the order graph obtained from the graph of groups (Γ(−), X) in the way described earlier, or, more generally, to an abstract order graph. Specifically, given an order graph G, we define m G to be the least common multiple of the vertex orders n(v), taken over all vertices of G, and, for a divisor κ of m G , we let
where V (G) denotes the set of vertices of G and E(G) the set of edges.
Define a torsion-free Γ-action on a set Ω to be a Γ-action on Ω which is free when restricted to finite subgroups, and let g λ (Γ) := number of torsion-free Γ-actions on a set with λm Γ elements (λm Γ )! , λ ≥ 0; (2.4) in particular, g 0 (Γ) = 1. The sequences f λ (Γ) λ≥1 and g λ (Γ) λ≥0 are related via the Hall-type transformation formula
Introducing the generating functions
Equation (2.5) is seen to be equivalent to the relation
Define the free rank µ(Γ) of a finitely generated virtually free group Γ to be the rank of a free subgroup of index m Γ in Γ (existence of such a subgroup follows, for instance, from Lemmas 8 and 10 in [12] ; it need not be unique, though). It can be shown that the free rank µ(Γ) may be expressed in terms of the type of Γ via
which shows in particular that µ(Γ) is well-defined. It is known that the sequence g λ (Γ) is of hypergeometric type and that its generating function G Γ (z) satisfies a homogeneous linear differential equation
of order µ(Γ) with integral coefficients θ µ (Γ) given by
For a finitely generated virtually free group Γ and a prime number p, we introduce, in formal analogy with formula (2.7), the p-rank µ p (Γ) of Γ via the equation
Clearly, µ p (Γ) ≥ 0, with equality occurring if, and only if, Γ is the fundamental group of a tree of groups, p | m Γ , and ζ κ (Γ) = 0 for p | κ | m Γ and κ < m Γ . Since the free rank µ(Γ) and the p-rank µ p (Γ) only depend on the type invariants m Γ and the ζ κ 's, in view of our earlier discussion they may also be defined for abstract order graphs and, in particular, for an order graph G of a finitely generated virtually free group Γ. Doing so, one has µ(Γ) = µ(G) and µ p (Γ) = µ p (G). These conventions will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
In what follows, it will be important to be able to represent a finitely generated virtually free group Γ by a graph of groups avoiding trivial amalgamations along a maximal tree. This is achieved via the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 1 (Normalisation). Let (Γ(−), X) be a (connected) graph of groups with fundamental group Γ, and suppose that X has only finitely many vertices. Then there exists a graph of groups (∆(−), Y ) with |V (Y )| < ∞ and a spanning tree T in Y, such that π 1 (∆(−), Y ) ∼ = Γ, and such that 4 ∆(e) e = ∆(t(e)) and ∆(e)ē = ∆(o(e)), for e ∈ E(T ).
Moreover, if (Γ(−), X) satisfies the finiteness condition
then we may choose (∆(−), Y ) so as to enjoy the same property. See [7, Sec. 3] for a proof of this useful result. Subsequently, we shall call a graph of groups (∆(−), Y ) normalised, if it satisfies the conditions of the lemma for some spanning tree T of Y . In our situation, normalised graphs of groups will always be trees, so coincide with their respective spanning trees. We shall therefore suppress the reference to the spanning trees from now on.
3. Characterisation of finitely generated virtually free groups Γ with µ p (Γ) = 0
Recall (see paragraph below (2.10)) that, if a finitely generated virtually free group satisfies µ p (Γ) = 0 for a given prime p, then, in particular, Γ is the fundamental group of a tree of groups. Theorem 2 below tells us how a normalised (in the sense of Lemma 1) order tree 5 X underlying the Stallings decomposition (Γ(−), X) of a finitely generated virtually free group Γ must be constructed so as to satisfy µ p (Γ) = 0.
Given a fixed prime number p, the starting point of our construction are certain finite rooted vertex-labelled trees which we call divisor trees. By definition, vertices of divisor trees are labelled by positive integers coprime to p. Moreover, any two adjacent vertices, say v 1 and v 2 , with v 1 closer to the root than v 2 , satisfy ℓ(v 2 ) | ℓ(v 1 ) and ℓ(v 2 ) < ℓ(v 1 ), where ℓ(v 1 ) and ℓ(v 2 ) denote the labels of v 1 and v 2 . See Figure 6 for an example of such a divisor tree. There, the prime number to be fixed from the very beginning is p = 5. In the figure, the root is indicated by a square.
Given a divisor tree D, we fix a map f from the set of vertices of D into the set of (ordinary, unlabelled) finite rooted trees with the property that non-root vertices are mapped to non-trivial 6 trees rooted at a leaf and, in case D consists of just the root, this root must be mapped to a non-trivial tree (with no restriction on the location of the root). Figure 2 shows an example of such a map f defined on the vertices of the order tree in Figure 1 . There, the roots of the image trees are indicated by little circles.
From D and f , we construct a certain class of order graphs. The reader is advised to consult Figure 3 while reading the description of this construction in the following paragraph. We remind the reader that, in that example, the fixed prime number is p = 5.
If v 1 and v 2 are adjacent in D, where v 1 is closer to the root than v 2 , then we glue the root of f (v 2 ) to one of the leaves of f (v 1 ). If this is done for all edges of D, we obtain a rooted tree, U say, where the root of U is by definition the root of f (r), with r being Figure 1 and the function f from Figure 2 the root of D. In Figure 3 , the root is again indicated by a square. Given some vertex v in D, we label the edges in f (v) by ℓ(v) and the non-root vertices in f (v) by p · ℓ(v). The root of U (that is, the root of f (r)) is assigned a number which is a multiple of
Abusing notation, we write f (D) for the set of order graphs resulting from this construction. All of them are trees. We shall occasionally use the term order tree for these order graphs.
Theorem 2. Let Γ ∼ = π 1 (Γ(−), X) be a finitely generated virtually free group with µ(Γ) ≥ 2, where X is an S-graph which is assumed to be normalised in the sense of Lemma 1. Then µ p (Γ) = 0 if, and only if, there exist a divisor tree D and a map f as above from the set of vertices of D into the set of finite rooted trees such that the order tree corresponding to (Γ(−), X) is in f (D).
Proof. We start with the proof of the forward implication. We consider the order graph of (Γ(−), X), which we denote by G. By the characterisation of groups Γ with µ p (Γ) = 0 given in the paragraph after (2.10), we know that G is a tree, that, using the identification of invariants of Γ and G discussed in Section 2, p | m G , and that ζ κ (G) = 0 for p | κ | m G and κ < m G . Also, since (Γ(−), X) is normalised, we have n(e) < n(v) if v ∈ V (G) is incident with e ∈ E(G).
Let m be the minimal order of vertices and edges in G. Since (Γ(−), X) is assumed to be normalised and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, this order must be the order of an edge. Furthermore, m cannot be divisible by p since otherwise we would have
In order to proceed, we need to introduce an auxiliary object. Let ℓ be a positive integer. We let S ℓ (G) be the collection of subtrees of G consisting of those vertices and edges with orders dividing ℓ. It should be noted that the connected components of S ℓ (G) need not be trees in the classical sense since they may contain edges with one or both of their vertices removed.
Next we consider S pm (G). We claim that S pm (G) consists of all vertices and edges with orders m or pm, but no other vertices or edges. Let us assume for a contradiction that there is a vertex v * with n(v * ) = pm ′ or an edge e * with n(e * ) = pm ′ , m ′ | m and m ′ < m, where m ′ is minimal with this property. If there should be such a vertex v * , then it is incident with an edgeẽ with n(ẽ) properly dividing n(v * ) = pm ′ . The order n(ẽ) cannot be m ′ since this would contradict minimality of m. Thus, n(ẽ) = pm ′′ with m ′′ | m ′ and m ′′ < m ′ , contradicting the minimality of m ′ . On the other hand, if there is an edge e * as above, then we have
Thus, there must be at least one vertex v with n(v) | pm ′ . If n(v) < pm ′ , then we have again a contradiction to the minimality of m ′ . If n(v) = pm ′ , then the above argument for v * also produces a contradiction to the minimality of m
If pm < m G , then the connected components of S pm (G) might be of two kinds: either an edge with order pm without vertices, or a subtree of G consisting of edges with order m and of some vertices of these edges, which have order pm. If all vertices of the edges would be part of the component, then this would already be the complete tree G, which is impossible by our assumption that pm < m G . We may therefore assume that in each component there is at least one vertex of some edge missing. This vertex must be a leaf of the tree structure. (If not, the subtree would actually decompose into smaller trees.) In that case, each component contributes a non-negative number to
Since ζ pm (G) = 0, all components must actually contribute zero. This implies that components of the first kind cannot exist, and all components consist of edges of order m and an equal number of vertices with order pm, that is, exactly one of the vertices is missing from the tree component.
We now remove S pm (G) from G. What remains is another order tree, say G ′ . It is easy to see that our construction guarantees that ζ κ (G ′ ) = ζ κ (G) for all κ. We repeat the above construction for G ′ , with a new minimal order m ′ > m. This process is continued until nothing remains from the original order tree G.
We now form a divisor tree out of the pieces of this construction. Each connected component of S pm (G), of S pm ′ (G ′ ), . . . is interpreted as a vertex labelled by m, by m ′ , . . . , respectively, and two vertices, v 1 and v 2 say, are connected by an edge if the (incomplete) tree, C(v 2 ) say, corresponding to v 2 was attached to the (incomplete) tree, C(v 1 ) say, corresponding to v 1 in the original order tree G. The label of v 2 divides the one of v 1 since the order of the leaf of C(v 1 ) on which C(v 2 ) was attached must be a multiple of the order of the edges of C(v 2 ).
Finally, to see the reverse implication, one has to convince oneself that the divisor tree construction of the theorem always yields order trees G with µ p (G) = 0, and that we have µ p (Γ) = 0 for any group Γ of the theorem with order graph equal to G, which is not difficult.
auxiliary results
The purpose of this section is to provide the means for the proof of Theorem 6 in the next section. Lemma 3 below demonstrates that the derivatives of our basic series Φ(z) in (1.2) can be expressed as a polynomial in Φ(z) with rational coefficients, which is one of the fundamental facts needed in the proof of Theorem 6. The proof of the lemma is based on the evaluation of the determinant of a block matrix given in Lemma 4, which itself uses another determinant evaluation, provided in Lemma 5. The determinant evaluation of Lemma 4 also plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 6.
Let p be a given prime number. In all of this section, we write N for µ(Γ)/(p − 1). Using this notation, the series Φ(z) in (1.2) becomes
A straightforward application of the Lagrange inversion formula (cf. [13, Theorem 5.4.2] ) shows that Φ(z) is the unique formal power series solution of the equation
Lemma 3. We have
where Pol(z, t) is a polynomial in z and t over the integers.
Proof. Differentiating both sides of (4.1), we obtain
Hence,
We must now express the reciprocal of the denominator as a polynomial in Φ(z). In order to do this, we make the Ansatz 4) with at this point undetermined coefficients b i (z), where the sum represents the reciprocal of the denominator in (4.3). We multiply both sides of the last equation by (Φ p−1 (z) − 1). Then, using (4.1), we obtain
We expand the product on the left-hand side and use (4.1) again to reduce Φ (p−1)N (z) to a linear combination of lower powers of Φ(z). This leads to
Comparison of powers of Φ(z) then yields a system of equations of the form where the block A is the N × N matrix given by Lemma 4. The determinant of the matrix in (4.7) equals
Proof. We write the last column of (4.7) as the sum c 1 + c 2 , where c 1 is the column with Xz −1 as index-1 entry (the reader should remember that our indexing starts with 0) and 0's otherwise, and c 2 is the "rest," that is, the index i entry equals and the determinant of a second matrix, which arises from (4.7) by replacing the last column by c 1 . Since the matrix in (4.9) is a lower triangular block matrix, its determinant equals (det A) p−1 . (4.10) We are going to evaluate the determinant of A in Lemma 5.
In order to evaluate the determinant of the second matrix, we expand it along the last column. This leads to the expression
where A ′ is the matrix which arises from A by deleting its row with index 1 (it should be remembered again that our indexing of rows starts with the index 0), and A ′′ is the matrix which arises from A be deleting its last column. Inspection of the matrix in (4.11) reveals that it is an upper (sic!) triangular matrix, hence its determinant equals the product of its diagonal entries, so that (4.11) equals
Lemma 5. With the matrix A given by (4.8), We have
Proof. We replace the 0-th row of A by
This is an operation which does not change the determinant. For the entry in the 0-th row and (N − 1)-st column of the new matrix, we obtain
Thus, after the operation described above, the new matrix reads
where Y denotes the quantity in (4.12). The determinant of this matrix, and thus the determinant of A, equals
establishing the claim.
A generating function approach
Given a finitely generated virtually free group Γ, in this section we write F (z) for the generating function
λ of the number f λ (Γ) of subgroups of index m Γ λ in Γ. The theorem below shows that, under the conditions of Theorem 2, the series F (z), when coefficients are reduced modulo any given p-power, can be expressed as a polynomial in Φ(z).
Theorem 6. Let p be a prime and α a positive integer. Furthermore, let Γ be a finitely generated virtually free group with µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2. As before, let Φ(z) be the series in (1.2) . Then the generating function F (z) for the free subgroup numbers of Γ, when reduced modulo p α , can be expressed as a polynomial in Φ(z) of degree at most
, where
Proof. It is known from [10, Prop. 2] that F (z) satisfies a differential equation of the form
where P(z, t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t µ(Γ)−1 ) is a polynomial in z, t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t µ(Γ)−1 over the integers.
(To be precise, this is the result of a careful p-adic analysis of the differential equation arising from a combination of (2.6) and (2.8) .) It is our goal to express F (z) modulo p Here, given integral power series (or Laurent series) f (z) and g(z), we write f (z) = g(z) modulo p γ to mean that the coefficients of z i in f (z) and g(z) agree modulo p γ for all i.
We now suppose that we have already found a polynomial
We then make the Ansatz
for certain, at this point undetermined, rational functions b i,β+1 (z) over the integers. We substitute this Ansatz in the differential equation (5.1) and reduce the result modulo p β+1 , to obtain
By Lemma 3, we have
for all non-negative integers j and certain rational functions c i,β+1;j (z). It should be noted that the denominators of these rational functions are powers of
where we wrote again N = µ(Γ)/(p−1) for short. Since we are considering (5.4) modulo p β+1 , and since the sum on the right-hand side of (5.5) has the prefactor p β , we may reduce these denominators modulo p. Explicitly, we have
In all cases, the reciprocals of the polynomials on the right-hand side of (5.7) are elements of
(Here we use that N ≡ −1 (mod p) and µ(Γ) ≡ 1 (mod p) are equivalent.) Hence, in our computation, the coefficients c i,β+1;j (z) may be assumed to lie in (5.4) , then one sees that this congruence reduces to
By definition of F β (z), we may divide both sides by p β . This leads to the congruence
. By construction, we have F β (z) = Φ(z) modulo p. Using this in the above congruence, we arrive at
By reducing "high" powers of Φ(z) by means of (4.1) and subsequently comparing coefficients of powers of Φ(z), we obtain a system of linear equations over Z/pZ for the unknown rational functions b i,β+1 (z), i = 0, 1, . . . , µ(Γ) − 1. As inspection shows, the coefficient matrix of the system is exactly the same as the one arising from (4.5).
(The reader should in particular compare (5.8) and (4.4).) We have computed the determinant of this coefficient matrix in the proof of Lemma 3. As a matter of fact, it equals (5.6) divided by z p−1 . Since (5.8) is a congruence modulo p, we have to reduce (5.6) modulo p, which we did in (5.7). We observed that the reciprocals of the reduced expressions lie in Z[z, z −1 , Y −1 (z)] in all cases. In particular, they are all non-zero. Hence, there are unique rational functions b i,β+1 (z), i = 0, 1, . . . , µ(Γ) − 1, solving (5.8), and all of them are elements of Z[z,
. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The main results
Let again Γ be a finitely generated virtually free group and p a prime such that µ p (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2. We are now in the position to derive the main results of this paper, which say that the number of free subgroups of index m Γ λ in Γ, when reduced modulo any given p-power, is congruent to a binomial coefficient involving λ times a rational function in λ, respectively a sum involving these quantities. These results are made precise in Corollaries 7 and 11 below. We accompany these results by concrete examples, given in Example 8 and 9, which illustrate Corollary 7, respectively Example 13, illustrating Corollary 11. Moreover, we explain in Remarks 10 and 14 how the earlier results in [2, 4] fit into the more general picture that we present here.
Corollary 7. Let r be a non-negative integer. With the assumptions of Theorem 6, if
where, R Γ,p,r (λ) is a rational function in λ.
Proof. By Theorem 6, the generating function We must now extract the coefficient of z λ in (6.2). In order to do so, we appeal again to the Lagrange inversion formula (cf. [13, Theorem 5.4.2] ), which shows that
If this is used to extract the coefficient of z λ in (6.2) for λ ≡ r (mod p − 1), then one arrives at the assertion (6.1).
Example 8. We let p = 3 and Γ 1 a finitely generated virtually free group with order graph given by the normalised tree in Figure 4 . In this situation, we have m Γ 1 = 6, ζ 1 (Γ 1 ) = 2, ζ 2 (Γ 1 ) = 4, ζ 3 (Γ 1 ) = 0, and ζ 6 (Γ 1 ) = −1, and thus The functional equation for F (z) = F Γ 1 (z) that we get from (2.6) and (2.8), after reduction of the coefficients modulo 81, is
+ 9zF 2 (z) + 54zF (z) + 80F (z) + 16z = 0 modulo 81. The algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 6 to find a solution to this congruence yields
Coefficient extraction then yields
where
and
with the Pochhammer symbol (α) m being defined by (α) m := α(α + 1) · · · (α + m − 1) for m ≥ 1, and (α) 0 := 1.
Example 9. We let p = 2 and Γ 2 a finitely generated virtually free group with order graph given by the normalised tree in Figure 5 . In this situation, we have m Γ 2 = 30,
, and ζ 30 (Γ 2 ) = −1, and thus The functional equation for F (z) = F Γ 2 (z) that we get from (2.6) and (2.8), after reduction of the coefficients modulo 16, is
The algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 6 to find a solution to this congruence yields
Coefficient extraction then yields Remark 10. More generally, if p = 2, µ 2 (Γ) = 0 and µ(Γ) ≥ 2, then we are always in the case covered by Corollary 7, since, trivially, µ(Γ) ≡ 0 (mod 2) or µ(Γ) ≡ 1 (mod 2). In particular, we see that the discussion of the subgroup numbers of lifts of Hecke groups H(q) ∼ = C 2 * C q with q a Fermat prime modulo powers of 2 in [2, Sec. 8 and second part of Sec. 13] fits into the framework of Corollary 7, which can be regarded as a vast generalisation. It has to be emphasised yet that the results for lifts of Hecke groups in [2] go slightly further than Corollary 7 in that case as the basic series used there -which is the mod-2-reduction of our basic series Φ(z) -allows for a very efficient coefficient extraction, a point that we did not touch in the present paper.
Now we turn to the somewhat more complicated case when µ(Γ) ≡ 0, 1 (mod p).
Corollary 11. Let r be an integer with 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2. With the assumptions of Theorem 6, if µ(Γ) ≡ 0, 1 (mod p), then
for λ ≡ r (mod p − 1), (6.4) where R
Γ,p,r (λ) and R
Γ,p,r (λ, k) are rational functions in their respective arguments. Moreover, R Proof. We begin as in the proof of Corollary 11 by quoting Theorem 6, which tells us that the generating function Again, we must now extract the coefficient of z λ in (6.2). Here, we must first expand fractions,
Subsequent coefficient extraction using (6.3) leads to the result in (6.4) , where the term containing R
Γ,p,r (λ) comes from the summand b 0,α (z) in (6.2), while the term containing R (2) Γ,p,r (λ, k) is generated by the remaining summands in (6.2). We now show that the sum on the right-hand side of (6.4) satisfies a linear recurrence with constant coefficients, so that the computation of this sum modulo p α can be achieved in essentially linear time with growing λ by reducing results modulo p α after each iteration of the recurrence. (We say "essentially" since the computation of the inhomogeneous part of the recurrence does grow super-linearly.) Proposition 12. Let r be an integer with 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2, and let S r (λ) denote the sum on the right-hand side of (6.4). Then we have Proof. We fix r, and we write λ = (p − 1)L + r. Using this notation, the sum S r (λ) has the form 6) where A(x, y) is a polynomial in x and y of degree d in y, and f (L − k) comprises the binomial coefficient on the right-hand side of (6.4) as well as the denominator of R
Γ,p,r (λ, k). We chose to parametrise the polynomial A(L−k, L) in this slightly unusual form since it will be of advantage during the following computation.
Let E denote the shift operator in L, that is, (Eh)(L) := h(L + 1). We now apply (E − M · id) d+1 to (6.6). We obtain
where G r (L) is the hypergeometric term resulting from summands that we split off when passing from the summation over k running from −j to L in the next-to-last line ✉ 2 7 1 Figure 6 . The order graph of the group H(7) in Example 13
to the summation over k running from 0 to L in the last line. Using the difference operator ∆ t defined by (∆ t h)(t) := h(t + 1) − h(t), this last expression can be rewritten as
We assumed that A(x, y) is a polynomial of degree d in y, hence ∆ d+1 t kills A(L − k, t). Consequently, on the right-hand side in (6.7) there remains only G r (L), while, after expansion of (E − M · id) d+1 , the left-hand side becomes the left-hand side of (6.5), as desired.
Example 13. We consider the Hecke group H(7) = C 2 * C 7 , whose order graph is shown in Figure 6 , and the prime p = 7. We have m H(7) = 14, ζ 1 (H(7)) = 1, ζ 2 (H(7)) = 0, ζ 7 (H(7)) = 0, and ζ 14 (H(7)) = −1, and thus µ 7 (H(7)) = 0 and µ(H(7)) = 6.
The functional equation for F (z) = F H(7) (z) that we get from (2.6) and (2.8) is sufficiently small to be displayed here: (1 − 2z 6 )
the generating function for the free subgroup numbers when coefficients are reduced modulo a power of 3. This is exactly what happened in [4] , and this is also the reason why coefficient extraction was considerably harder in [4] than in [2] .
